
HOW TO IDENTIFY YOUR ROOF SLATE

WHAT TYPE OF SLATE AM I LOOKING AT?
- C O M M O N  T Y P E S  O F  R O O F I N G  S L A T E -

There are  many types of  roof ing s late with  their

own set  of  character ist ics and qual it ies. . .

 

I t  is  very  important  that  people  who own or  work

on s late roofs know the d ifferent  types of

roof ing s late,  a long with  longevit ies,  and

qual it ies.  In  the United States,  roof ing s late

is  st i l l  being quarr ied  in  Virg in ia ,  Vermont,

Pennsylvania ,  and  New York.



Chapman slate, from the Lehigh Northampton

district, lasts about 100 years or so. It is easily

identified by the diagonally striated patterns.

Commonly replaced with Unfading Black and

Vermont Black Slate.

Replacement Choices - Unfading Black and Vermont Black. 

Unfading Classic Black; Rich in color

with a smooth uniform texture that

makes it suitable for both formal and

traditional architectures.

Vermont Black; Consistent in color, yet

over time this Semi-Weathering Black

slate weathers to tones and tans and

buffs when exposed to the elements.



One of the more common of the PA black slates is "Bangor" slate

from Bangor, PA. Smooth surfaced fine grained slate that lasts

about 80 years. Commonly replaced with Unfading Classic Black

and Semi-Weathering Gray Green due to its similarities.

Bangor Slate

Unfading Classic Black; 

Rich in color with a smooth uniform

texture that makes it suitable for both

formal and traditional architectures.

Semi-Weathering Gray Green;

Semi-Weathering Gray / Green will

weather 10% to 20% to buff and tans

resulting in very natural colors.



Peach Bottom slate is dark black

and long lasting. Commonly

confused with Buckingham slate. In

Pennsylvania and Maryland. 

Life expectancy is around 150-200

years. A good replacement is

Unfading Classic Black, sometimes

also paired with Buckingham Virginia

Slate.Peach Bottom Slate Quarry

Vermont Gray / Black Slate;

Consistent in color, yet over time this Semi-

Weathering Black slate weathers to tones

and tans and buffs when exposed to the elements.

Unfading Classic Black; 

Rich in color with a smooth uniform

texture that makes it suitable for both

formal and traditional architectures.



NY red slate;

high quality slate with a life

expectancy of 150 years.

Very close in color, Vermont

Unfading Red Slate is a

perfect replacement for

this. Thanks to the railroad

lines, the industry was able

to flourish keeping this

around for us to this very

day.

Unfading Red;

 Is a brilliant red slate with a truly unique

appearance. This slate is often used as

an accent with other colors due to its

small production quantities and price.

NY RED SLATE



Identifying Fake Slate

As you can see fake slate (synthetic slate) lacks the qualities of natural

slate. It is most commonly picked due to its pricing, mind you it will not last

those anticipated years its set out to do. You'll also notice its lack of shine

and characteristics which is what we love most about real slate. 

Synthetic Slate

(Fake Slate)

Unfading Classic Black

(Real Slate)


